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The Wahzhazhe Health Center (WZZHC) has been performing COVID 19 testing on patients and Osage 
Nation employees over the last 8 weeks including drive thru testing with nasal swabs and has performed 
over 1400 tests as part of an effort to curb the spread of virus within the Osage Nation. Recently, a Tulsa 
news channel 6 story highlighted the recent closing of the Osage Nation after the clinic found 6 positives 
in one day following a large funeral gathering and outdoor election event. The day Channel 6 came to 
visit Osage Nation campus to tape a news video-segment there was an image of an employee’s labeled 
test specimen tube that appeared in the video-segment which was discernible with image freeze and 
magnification. Prior to that specific filming, all specimen bags were repositioned in an effort to protect 
patient confidentiality. The WZZHC apologizes to that individual for allowing that image to be filmed. We 
were unaware that someone’s identity was visible. The WZZHC was not able to view, edit or approve the 
final content of the news video-segment after it was recorded. Upon discovering this had occurred, we 
immediately contacted News Channel 6, the reporter, videographer and editing team. This resulted in 
the video-segment being promptly deleted/removed from News Channel 6 website and news platform 
by 10:00 am the next day.  

Our process henceforth will prohibit filming of laboratory specimens or any other clinic area deemed 
high risk. In addition, an “ONHS Media, Communications and Marketing Policy” is under development to 
assure a standard protocol is implemented during interaction with the media for the purposes of 
enhancing and protecting the reputation and delivery of services by the Osage Nation Health Services.  

The WZZHC conducted a testing event on June 24 in Fairfax in a church parking lot during which we 
performed nasal swabs and blood draws for antibody testing. This was our first remote event for testing 
performed away from the clinic building with the added complexity of blood draw for the antibody 
testing. Somehow a mishap occurred with a nasal swab specimen from one of our patients that was 
placed in a biohazard bag then unintentionally overlooked and later found by the side of a road. Later, a 
person obtaining the specimen posted the name and birthdate of the individual/patient. The display of 
this individual’s identity is beyond our immediate control but the specimen was and is our responsibility. 
We apologize to that individual for the mishandling of their test specimen and the events that led to his 
identity being displayed on social media. Should you allow us to, we would be happy to send a nurse to 
your home and collect another specimen to minimize any additional inconvenience for you should you 
still wish to be tested. 

The WZZHC has taken this matter to heart and thoroughly discussed all parameters of this issue with our 
Drive Thru Testing Team to learn from this incident and modify our procedures hence forth based on 
these findings. We deeply value your trust in us and will continue to work hard to assure we maintain 
that trust 

Ronald Shaw, M.D. 

Chief Executive Officer, Osage Nation Health Services 

 


